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Abstract

In this report we present a framework for evaluating performance of scheduling preorchestrated multimedia information over broadband integrated networks. We propose
a set of Quality Of Presentation(QOP) parameters which quantify the quality of multimedia presentation from user's point of view. The communication of mulltimedia data
in a networked environment can affect the desired QOP parameters due to jitter delays
in the network. We evaluate trade-offs between QOP parameters and the system resources including channel utilization and buffering at the destination. These trade-offs
can be used to develope an optimal transmission schedule for multimedia information.

Key .words: multimedia communication, multimedia presentation, temporal synchronization, pre-orchestrated multimedia information, quality of presentation, fluid flow models,
timed Petri-nets.
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Introduction

Advances in high-speed networking technology and increasing demand for tirnely distribution
of information have resulted in a tremendous interest in variety of services which will be
available in the future Distributed Multimedia Information Systems (DMIS). Most of these
services will use some form of pre-orchestrated stored objects, e.g., video-on-demand, digital
libraries, virtual reality, educationjtraining, CAD/CAM, etc. The pre-orchestrated nature
of the data^ poses a different set of challenges in management and communic:ation than those
faced in dealing with the data generated in real-time. The major challenge is to satisfy some
pre-specified temporal constraints among multiple objects at the time of their playout. These
constrains need to be met in spite of the heterogeneity of data, varying quality of service
available over the network connections, and vastly different storage architectures. For such a
purpose, it, is important that the data objects are delivered in time so that they can meet their
individual deadlines. As the data may be transmitted over multiple virtual channels from
the source to the destination, one possible way to meet these deadlines is to use intra-stream
synchronization mechanisms [15]. These mechanisms can provide flexibilit,~in presentation
of multimedia information by adjusting the information generation and co~lsumptionrates.
For presentation of pre-orchestrated stored multimedia information in a DMIS, data
must be retrieved in bulk and "well ahead" of their playout deadlines [lo]. A scheduling
algorithm which can generate the deadlines for the transmission and presentation of the
multimedia objects is presented in [lo]. The idea is to carefully orchestrate the transmission
schedule at the source site according to the constraints specified by the playout schedule
at the destination. This requires scheduling the transmission of all the objects involved in
the presentation at some time (called control time) prior to their deadlines. The method
proposed in [lo] determines the control time using the largest affordable delay that can be
sustained to individual objects. This approach has a drawback since it requires extensive

buffering a t the destination as the end-to-end delay experienced by an object on a channel
may vary -widely in magnitude due to differences in quality of service (QOS) parameters [9].
The objective of this report is to present performance tradeoff between the quality of
presentation of multimedia objects and the resources needed to maintain this quality. We
consider two important network resources, the channel utilization and buffering requirement
at the destination. In order to quantify the presentation quality, we propose two Quality Of
Presentation (QOP) parameters, namely the maximum tolerable probability of buffer overflow (Pp) at the destination and the probability that an object misses its deadline (P;) when
transmitted from its source to the destination. These parameters directly affect the presentation process. For example, PP is a measure of synchronization failure a,t the destination
and Pp infdicatesthe information loss due to finite buffering capability at the destination.
The individual values for these parameters must be determined from the delay/loss characteristic (of t he type of data involved in t he presentation. For example, audio and video data
are isochronous in nature, having stringent delay and delay jitter requirements. Therefore,
for this data, low values of P;d are desirable. On the other hand, for the case of traditional
data such as text or graphics, large delays can be tolerated but their delivery is very sensitive
to cell losses, hence low values of Pp is needed. Our analysis provides an interplay among
these paritmeters and the network resources (channel utilization and the destination buffer
requirements). We show how the resource consideration including destination buffering,
and the desired QOP parameters dictate the control time. An "optimal control time" for
scheduling transmission of objects is found which guarantees both the quality of presentation
and the best utilization of the resources. This result can be easily extended for designing
an optimtzl transmission schedule for pre-orchestrated multimedia information consisting of

multiple objects over broadband integrated networks. We assume that the pre-orchestrated
multimedia information is stored according to Object Composition Petri Net (OCPN), which
is a temporal specification model [ll].

Specifically, following are the major contributions of this report.
We propose a set of QOP parameters which can directly characterize the presentation of
multimedia information.
We present analytical results which show the effect of control time on the resource requirement for a specified QOP. These results provide the upper and the lower bound on the
destination buffer requirement and the channel utilization.
We then determine the control time which achieves the best possible presentation quality
when the system resources are fixed. Accordingly, we establish a condition to determine
whether or not the transmission of an object is possible.
Finally, we find the optimal control time which minimizes the resource requirements and
guarantees the specified QOP.
Our model is based on the fluid flow approximation which has been widely recognized
as a powerful analytical tool for the analysis of queueing systems in pack.et voice communication networks and ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks [I], [4]. We consider
the information flow through the network to be uniform rather than in discrete packets/
cells. Although we assume that the underlying network is ATM based, our analysis is not
restricted to these networks.
This report is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce rate flow model
for an 0C;PN. The analysis regarding bounds on the destination buffering for given QOP
parameters is given in Section 3. Section 4 establishes a condition about scheduling of
multimedia objects. Section 5 provides results related to determining optimal control time
for best utilization of system resources. Section 6 conclude the report.

Concept of Scheduling the OCPN and the Rate
Model

2

In this section we propose a rate model for the presentation process of multimedia object.
We characterize the transmission and the display processes as constant rate fluid flow, and
the overall process of presentation as a "work conservingn system [S]. Consequently we
describe a destination buffer occupancy function which is used to estimate the destination
buffering r~equirements.We begin our discussion with the presentation of the new extension
to the OCPN model which incorporates the performance considerations. Subsequently, we
elaborate .the various processes involved in the transmission and presentation of an object of
an OCPN.
We need few notations for our analysis, which are summarized in Table: (2). All parameters with subscript i refer to object 0 ; . Bold faced letters are used to denote the random
variables a d random processes.

2.1

The OCPN Based Temporal Specification Model

Various m.odels for the specification of temporal relationship among multimedia objects have
been recently proposed in the literature. This include graphical model [I11, [15], language
based mociel [14], and object oriented model, etc. Among these models, OCI'N has been used
by many researchers [lo], [ll], [15]. It is a time-augmented Petri-Net model for specifying
temporal requirements among multimedia objects. It can model concurrency, asynchrony,
and 1ogic;i.l precedence relations among various multimedia data objects in a simple way.
Formally, the OCPN can be defined as follows

Definition 2.1 An OCPN is a timed augmented Petri-Net based model wllth places P (with
cardinality ( p

I),

transitions T (with cardinality

I t I),

input and output czrcs A, an initial

Symbol

K;

P;
.

I

1

EFD,
(-)

Table 1: Notations
Explaination
Maximum tolerable probability of deadline misses
Maximum tolerable probability of destination buffer
Buffer space available at the destination for 0;
Size of object 0;
Fraction of the object that can be buffered at
Transmission rate of object O;, A; 5 C;
Consumption rate of object 0;
Transmission link utilization factor
Presentation duration of object 0;
Transmission duration of object 0;
Playout deadline of ob iect 0;
Transmission start time of object 0;
Control time for object 0;
End-to-end delay
End- to-end delay distribution

I

marking iC.lo,duration of the action D, and the set of resources R.
O C P N A ( P ,T , A, M , D, R)
p = {P~,P~,...,PIPI~
T = { t ~ 7t 2 7 . ' . 7 t l t l }
A
{ P x T } U (T x P }
Mo = {m;,m;,...,mppl)
D = { T I ~ T ~ ~ . - * ~ T
R = {r17r27..'7rlpl}
The initia! marking Mo is a

(1

~ ~ }

p ) , I ) column vector. It represents a mapping fr0.m the set of

places P to the natural numbers:
Mo : P + IN

where M,(P;) = mp for i = 1,2,. - - 1 p

The D is a mapping from a set of places to the positive real numbers:

D:P

+ R+ where

D(p;)= T; fm

i = 1,2,

.(

p(

I

Video 1

"

Text I

Audio 1

(a) An OCPN
Figure 1: Temporal Specification using the OCPN
with

T;

representing the duration of the action associated with the place pi.

The R is a mapping from the set of places to a set of resources:

R: P

+

{ r l ,7-2,

. . , r l p l ) where

R(pi)= pi

for i = 1,2, -

- 1 ,p 1

where r; denotes the collection of resources required to perform action associated b y place pi.

A place in OCPN represents the actual object to be presented. Tbiese objects may
be continuous media or discrete media type. An example of OCPN specification for the
mu1timedi.a presentation is shown in Fig. 1 which represents the concurlrent presentation
(with start time n l ) of an audio and a video clips for the duration
followed by text (with deadline n 2 )for the

TI

and r2 respectively,

time units.

The OCPN model has limitation that it cannot be used directly for specifying transmission scheciule for objects over a network and also does not render itself easily for analyzing
the performance of multimedia communication over a network. We propose an extension
to OCPN which can be used for evaluating the performance of network far transmission of
multimedia objects and to generate an "optimaln schedule for objects. For this purpose,
we differentiate two types of places in an OCPN: continuous media (CM) object places and

discrete niedia ( D M ) object places. Furthermore, noting the dependence of the buffer size
on the specified QOP, the object size and its display rate, we augment each place in the
existing CICPN definition with three new attributes; the desired QOP parameters, the size
o f the object and its display rate. T h e new model is referred to as the Rate-based OCPN
(ROCPN:)which is formally defined as follows:

Definition 2.2 An R O C P N 4 ( O C P N ,Q , F, S,Y, R) is an eztended OC'PN with the following new mapping functions added to the original definition of the 0CP.N.

Q = {q1,,q2,- - , q I P I:) P

+

QOP = {'P d,'P b}, is a mapping from the set of places to a set

defining the desired quality of presentation, where q; defined b y the 'P;d and the F;b represents
the desired QOP of the object represented by the place pi.

F =

{ f i ,f 2 ,

f l p l ): P

+

IF, is a mapping from the set of places to a set of functions,

where f, represents the rate of consumption of the object represented by ithe place p;. The
consumption rate function is defined in (1).

S = { s I ,$ 2 ,

- - , s I p l ):

P

+

I[ = {0,1,2,

- -1, is

a mapping from the set of places to the

nonnegative integers, where s; denotes the size of the object associated wit,h the place pi.

Y = { y l , , y z , . - . , y l p I ): P

+

{ C M , D M } , is a mapping from the set of places to a set of

types.

R = {rt, r2,

, r l p l ) is
, a mapping from the set of places to a set of resour-ce types [I I]. We

propose the following tuple for r;

Where Ci, K; respectively denote the capacity of the virtual link available for the transmission
and the clestination buffer space available for the object represented by place pi.
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Figure 2: Timing diagram for Object Synchronization

2.2

S~ynchronizationConsideration Due to Network Delays

For synchronization of multimedia objects over the network, we use our pr~eviouslyproposed
prescheduling strategy [lo], which requires that for an object 0; to meet its deadline

T;,

sufficient control time (Ti")must be allowed to overcome the end-to-end. delay (D;) from
the transmitter to the destination. If network delays are deterministic, then it is trivial
to ensure safe scheduling. However, network and jitter delays are random and introduce
unpredictable latencies in the playback of media objects. This is undesirable, especially
for contin.uous media presentation where data must arrive at the destination at an almost
constant sate. Even in the case of discrete media, due to the synthetic temporal relationships,
a fixed arnount of data must arrive at the destination at some specified time. Hence, it is
necessary to choose Ti" to be at least equal to the end-to-end delay, D;, such that scheduling
of an object for transmission at time,

T:

= T ; - T;C guarantees successful synchronization as

illustrated in Fig. 2.
The total end-to-end delay D; has the following main components:
Propagation delay ( D r o p ) :It represents the time it take energy to move from the

-

source to the destination (also called the latency of the channel). If we assume that
the transfer of information take place at the speed of light (C), then this delay can be
approximated by

Where,

Lid represents the distance between the source of the object 0; and its desti-

nation. Clearly, this delay is constant for a given object.
Tran.srnission delay (Df'"""): This denotes the time it take to pump one unit of consumable information into the link. We define the consumable information a s an entity
that can be played out at the destination, e.g. one video frame, an image. Let,
is the minimum size of one unit of consumable information and

ST"'

Xi is the transmission

rate., then

Qy'

D;trans = -

Xi

Hence, the transmission delay depends on media type of the object (and the available
channel capacity.
Jitter delay (D!): This variable portion of the end-to-end delay, is cau,sed by the queueing -within network buffers which resolve the out put contention occurring in switching
and multiplexing stages. Let FDj(.) denotes its distribution function. Several results
have been reported (e.g, [3]-[16]) stating approximate close form expression of FDj(.)
in virtual circuits.

Hence, the total end-to-end delay (D;) can be characterized as

Let FDi(.)is the distribution function of D;. As the components, T
O
"
and Df'""" constitutes
constant delays for a given object, therefore

2.3

The Rate Model of Presentation Process

The rate model is based on the fluid flow assumption that the information flow in and out of
the destination buffers is uniform rather than in discrete packets/ cells. The fluid assumption
generally provides accurate results for the case when the packet size is small as compared to
the transmission rate [8]. Fortunately this is true for ATM based integrated, networks as these
networks can operate at rates which approach gigabits/sec, while they hiive fixed size cells
that are only 53 octets long [2]. Hence, it is possible to ignore the discrete nature of the data
and treat; it as a continuous bit stream [I]. Based on fluid flow assumpti.on, we can divide
the overall process of object retrieval and presentation into three distinct ]processes, namely;
transmission process, arrival process and consumption process. Each process conserves the
fluid involved in the presentation.
2.3.1

The Xkansmission Process

We model the transmission of the object 0; as a continuous bit stream flowing at a constant
rate, Xi, such that A;

5 C,. Hence, the transmission process, t;(t, ri) can be described by

the following equation.
t;(t, T i ) =

Xi(t

-TI)

if
5 t 5 r;S+r;?
otherwise

where r;" denote the object transmission duration and

R:

is the start transmission time for

the object. Object transmission duration depends on its size and the transmission rate
(7: =

si,/Xi). The transmission process is represented by a line (ti(t, r ; ) )in~Fig. (3) which

Figure 3: Buffer occupancy diagram for the object 0;.
indicates that the transmission of the object starts at some time a: and it continues for the
duration *r;3at a constant rate A;.
2.3.2

The Arrival Process

The arrival process, a ; ( t ,a;), describes the stochastic behavior of arrival of the traffic, generated by the transmission process, at the destination. The arrival process depends on the
transmission process and the end-to-end delay distribution. In our analysis, we assume that
the input traffic is controlled by the adequate traffic rate control mechanisms. Under this
assumption, it is known [6] that the end-to-end delay jitter is in the range of the maximum
transfer clelay of one queueing node on the channel. Hence, we can consrider that the endto-end jitter distribution is identical for all the subsequent cells of Oi ('as argued in [12])
and the object arrival rate at the destination is the same as its transmission rate. Note,
we do not assume the same delay distribution for all objects, as we consider heterogeneous
channels for the transmission of the different objects. These assumptions, along with the
fluid assumption, are needed to make the analysis tractable. Under these assumptions, the

arrival process &(t, R;) can be described by the following stochastic fluid flow equation:
ri) =

{

Xi(t

- n; + w;)

if R; - w;
otherwise

5 t 5 ?ri - wi + T;

where w; denotes the random wait time for 0; at the destination before its presentation can
start, and is given by

For the case when w; < 0, destination has to wait for 0; to arrive. This results in "starvation"
at the destination. Without loss of generality, we assume that for this cime, some default
present at ion continues until the object is received.
The arrival process for the case when w;

>

0 is shown in Fig. (3) by the line &(t, ?ri)

which ind.icates that the arrival of 0; at the destination starts at some random time 8; and
is maintained at a constant rate thereafter for the duration r;S.
2.3.3

The Consumption Process

The consumption process represents the outflow of 0; from the destination buffer for its
presentation. We model this process as a constant rate process for CM objects, therefore if
cfM(t,n;) denotes consumption of the CM object O;, then
pi(t-ni)

ifn; S t s?r;+r;
otherwise

Here pi represents the rate of consumption of 0;. This process is shown iin Fig. (3) by the
line Ci(t, n;). For DM objects, we can view this process as an instantaneous process because
the whole object is a single entity. Therefore, we model consumption rates for DM objects
as a Dirac delta function,

CfM(t, n,) = 6(7ri)
13

Formally, we define a consumption rate function f; associated with place p; in an

ROCPN

as:

The Buffer Occupancy Function

2.3.4

We define the buffer occupancy function for 0; as the difference of the arrival function and
the consumption function, i.e.,

Again, b; (t, nl) < 0 represents the case of starvation at the destination.
Fig. (3) shows the buffer occupancy function b;(t, n;) when 0

5 w; 5 r;S. Since 8; 5 n;,

the object has to wait in the destination buffer which results in a linear increase in b;(t, n;)
at rate A; up to the playout start time of the object, n;. As w; 5 T;S, i.e. the random wait
time is less than the transmission duration of the object, therefore for a duration defined by
[T;, n;

+

T
:

- w;] , the object arrival and consumption processes overlap. Hence for this period,

b;(t, T;) increases at a rate equal to difference in object arrival and consumption rates. For
the rest of the present ation duration, the contents of the object already stored in the buffer
are consumed at rate pi.
From now on we will drop the superscript for continuous media object.

3

Buffering Requirements at the Destination

In this section, we find the minimum and the maximum buffer required at the destination for
an uninterrupted presentation of the object 0;. A major conclusion of this analysis is that
the transmission rate and control time dictate the buffering requirement at the destination.
We consider the case of channel sufficient system [15], hence throughout our discussion we
assume that (C; 5 A; <_ pi).
14

3.1

Minimum Buffering Requirement

We first consider the case of CM, for which buffering is required before the start of its
presentation in order to reduce the jittering effect. Additional buffering is also needed if there
is any asynchrony in arrival and consumption processes. The minimum buffer requirement
largely depends on channel utilization. An increase in this utilization results in a need for
more buffering. This dependence is described in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 For an uninterrupted presentation of a CM object OiJ the minimum bufler
space required,

byn,is given by

Wlere pi is the ratio of the consumption rate to the transmission rate for 10;and qi =

is

the channel utilization factor.

Proof: For successful presentation of the CM object O;, minimum buffer space is required
for the c a e when o;= 0,i.e. when no buffering is required for jitter compensation. Under
this ideal situation, maximum overlap equal to the object transmission duration (T:) occur
between object arrival and its consumption processes. Hence, a part of the: object, p;r;S can
be presented without buffering. Thus, the minimum buffer space required at the destination
is given by

This theorem provides a lower bound on the buffer size needed to compensate for the
difference in the arrival and the display rates. Later in the report (Sectio~i( 5 ) ) , we provide
a better bound on the buffer size as we consider the QOP parameters.

For a DM object, we need to bufferthe whole object before it can be presented. Therefore,
for this cise byinfDM = 3;.

3.2

Maximum Buffering Requirement

For DM objects, the maximum and the minimum buffering requirements remain the same
and is given by b;min,DM , which is equal to the size of the object. However, for the case of

CM object, buffering of the complete object is neither required nor desirable as these objects
typically involve huge amount of data which can be continuously consumed. For this data
the expected size of the maximum buffer depends on the selection of the control time, T;".
In this section, we show that a proper selection of Tf can result in a significant reduction in
the destination buffering requirement.
The maximum buffer size consists of byin and an additional space to reduce the jittering
effect. This is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2 T h e buffer space requirement at the destination for the CM object is a random
variable, with expected value given by

Where 7;denotes the random fraction of the time for which the object has to wait at the
destination buffer before its presentation can begin.
Random wait time
wi
== Total life of the CM object
ri
A

T h i s can be interpreted as the jitter compensator to reduce the jittering effect over the presentation. ;Ii denotes the expected value of the jitter compensator.

P:

represents the tolerable probability of buffer overflow. and FDi(.)is the end-to-end delay

distribution function.

Proof: Consider the following cases:
Case 1.

0

< U i 5 7;"

The buffer occupancy function for this case is plotted in Fig. 3, and is given by

+

b; ( t ,ni) =

X;(t - n; w ; )
(Xi-p;)(t-n;)+X;w;
S i - pi(t - T ; )

l o

if n; - w ; 5 t 5 n;
if n ; L t < n ; - w ; + T ; "
if n; - w; T;" t 5 ni + ri
otherwise

+

As Xi > 0, bi(t7n;) is strictly monotonically increasing in [n;- w;,nil7 and also in [n;,n; -

wi

+

T;"].

As pi

over [n;-. wi

+

> 0, the buffer accumulation function is strictly monotonically decreasing
T;", Ti

+ r;]. Furthermore, b ; ( t ,n;) is continuous at t = ni - w; +

T,?

as both

left and riight hand side limits exists and are equal to value of function at this point. Hence,
it has a unique maximum value, bya2in [n;- w;,n;

+ r;] where

bya2 = b;(n;- w; + r;",n;)
= ( X i - p;)(r;J- w ; ) X;w;)
- pi(r; - w;)
- s; - p;(r;"- w ; )
- 5; - $5; +p;w;
= (1 - pi)si piwi

+

+

If 7;denotes the fraction of the time for which the object waits in destination buffers,

then

Case 2 . w;

> r;" > 0

This is the case when we receive the whole object prior to its deadline a i d thus, bi(t7n;) is
given by

X;(t - a; + w;) if n; - w ; 5 t 5 n; - w;
if n, - W ; T;" 5 t T i
bi(t7n;) =
;-pit-;)
ifni5t<n;+r;
( 0
otherwise

+

<

+ r;"

Using similar arguments, as in case 1, it can be shown that the maxima of b ; ( t , n;) occurs

= b;( a ; - wi

b

-

+

T;, a;)

si

- 7;) 5 W ; 5 0

Case 3. -(T;

In this case, the arrival of the object starts after the expiration of its deadline but the whole
object is received during the playout of the object. Without loss of generality, we consider
the case when the presentation starts as soon as the object is available and continue at the
same rate till its expected end-of-play. Under this assumption, the buffer accumulation is
given by
(A;

- / J ; ) ( t- ai + w ; )

if a; - W ;

- p - ( a - w ) )

if.1r;-w~+r;5t<T~--~~

0

otherwise

We can show that the maxima of b i ( t ,a;) occurs at n; - w;

Case 4. --(7;

5 t 5 a; - w ; -t 7;

+

T;,

and

- 7;) 5 W ; 5 -7;

Under the same assumption as in case 3, the buffer accumulation functi01-1increases at the
rate ( A ; -. p i ) for the duration

Case

5. w ;

<

7;-

(

w;

I.

Hence,

-7;

In this case, the whole object is missed, therefore, b y " = 0.
Using the expression for the bTa" found above, the expected value of' maximum buffer
required can be found.

Manupulating the above expression, neglecting terms like P{wi

5 -7;)

and substituting the

required probabilities in terms of end-to-end delay distribution, we can gel;

In equation (2), the first term represents b ~ ' " while the second term denotes the buffering
required for jitter compensation. It can be noticed that the buffering required to reduce the
jittering effect due to non-deterministic delays in the network on the presentation process
depends c1n the end-to-end delay distribution and can be controlled by selecting an appropriate value for T,". For a properly selected

Tc,the tail of

the jitter distribution function

( F D ~ ( - )determines
)
the buffering requirement (distribution function with sharp tail implies
less buffering). Hence, networks with low jitter variance are desirable.
If jitter delays are not properly compensated for, the deadline misses for the objects can
occur. On the other hand, over compensation requires more buffering. Therefore, there
exists a trade-off between buffer utilization and the QOP. This trade-off is discussed in the
following section.

3.3

Performance Trade-offs

In this section we elaborate the effect of

on one of the QOP parameters, p;d,and the

required buffering at the destination. We consider an example of multinledia presentation
of a video clip consisting of 18 Gbit, which is retrieved over the network, operating at
300 Mbit/sec. We assume that the end-to-end delay jitter has a Gaussian distribution, an
assumption supported in [12], [13], [lo]. In order to estimate the average jitter delays, we
assume that each switching node over the virtual channel is an M/M/l queue with utilization
factor, jj = 0.50 [7]. With transmission speed Xi = 300 Mbits/sec, one unit of consumable
information (one video frame of size 'FS

= 10 Mbit) experiences a jitter delay of the order of

-

p i n
I

h(1-P)

Z 60.0 milliseconds. Assuming that on the average 5 switching nodes are encountered

on this channel and all have identical traffic environment, the expected end-to-end delay can
be of the order of 300 milliseconds. Such low end-to-end delays are realistic in ATM networks
as they are expected to provide high throughput with low end-to-end delay [5]. We further
assume that the variance of the delay distribution is 10 milliseconds Assuming an end-to-end
distance of 3000 miles, the propagation of data at the speed of light yields a propagation
delay of 5 milliseconds. Note that these assumptions are made for numerical results only.
Our analysis is not restricted to a,ny particular network environment.
For this example, the effect of

T,' on the buffering requirement at the destination is shown

in Fig. 4(a). For the purpose of illustration, this curve is divided into three regions (for the
case when p; = 0.5). It can be seen that selecting an arbitrary large control time (T,")
increases the buffering requirement at the destination, i.e., as T;" -,m, E[bTaZ]-,s;, which
is the size of the whole object. As can be noticed, for a smaller control time: (T,C < D;, region
R1) the required buffering is (1 - pi)s; and is only needed to compensate for the difference
between the transmission and the consumption rates. This is because, in this case, the
object does not have to wait in the destination buffer for its playout to start. Therefore,
both the arrival and the consumption processes overlap during the complete transmission
duration

(7:) of

the object. If we choose small T,", the "buffering effectn of the network helps.

However, if the network transmission rate increases , this buffering effect diminishes, as we
can notice from Fig. 4(a) that an increase in channel utilization increases the.demand for
destination buffer space. For the case when pi

# 1, the part of object given as (1 -pi)si

needs

to be buffered to compensate for the rate differences between the arrival and consumption
processes.
For a given transmission rate, if Ti' is increased beyond

~i

(region Rz), then we observe

an almost linear increase in buffering requirement. This observation is consistent with our
intuition as larger control time means early scheduling of transmission of: 0; and hence an
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Figure 4: Trade-offs between destination buffer requirements and 'the QOP

early arrival of the object. Therefore, the part of the object arrived prior to its deadline
needs to be buffered. In region R3, when T;" 2

Di + T,?,excessive pre-fetching upto the size

of the whole object, necessitates a buffer size which is equal to the size of ithe object. Thus
scheduling the object with such T;" does not take any advantage of the network buffering
effect. Note that the transmission duration may be fairly large as

T,?

== p;~;,hence by

a "proper" selection of T;C we can reduce the buffering requirements by a huge amount
especially for objects with longer duration.
Fig. (4 (b)) indicates that in order to reduce P;d, we must pre-fetch the data earlier
enough which in turn increases our buffering needs. However, it is impor1;ant to note that
even for arbitrary low values of P;d, we are not required to buffer the who1.e object. This is
because of the fact that increasing control time beyond some value (this value depends on
the mean and the variance of the end-to-end delay) does not result in significant decrease
in P;d (see Fig. 4 (c)). Hence, with a proper selection of T;C it is possible to reduce the
destination buffering requirements by a significant amount. Fig. 4 (c) prolvides the desired
optimal vaJue for the control time for a given value of P;d. We notice that for a given T;", an
increase in channel utilization does not have any significant effect on the P;d. Fig. ( 4(d))
summarizes these trade-offs.

4

Object Scheduling: QOP Considerations

In this section we consider the case when resources including channel utilization and buffer
size at the: destination are fixed and determine the best value of Ti" such that the specified
values of QOP parameters ( P f , P;b) can be guaranteed. Through this analysis, we establish an
upper bound on T;E for a given value of P;band fixed buffering capabilities a.t the destination.
We also provide a lower bound on

qcwhich guarantees that the resulting miss probability is

less than the specified Pf. Subsequently, we identify a condition for schedulability of objects

in terms of network resources ( K ; ,C;) and the

4.1

QOP.

Destination Buffering Consideration

For a fixed buffer size at the destination, we need to avoid excessive pre-fetching of the object
prior to its deadline, otherwise buffer overflow can occur. This in turn boundsT;" as stated
in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 In order to bound the probability of buffer overflow at the destination within
a specified limit

(e)T;"should
, satisfy the following inequality

where ki =: K;/s; denotes the fraction of the object that can be buffered at the destination.

Proof: In theorem (3.2), we found

To avoid buffer overflow, we would like to bound E[bra"]by some fraction of the maximum
available buffer space, K ; , i.e.,

+

*
Where, 0

( 1 - p ; ) ~ ; y;(l - 7';)s; 5 ri K;
Ti=-6;
( 1 - p i ) + 7; ( 1 - P;) 5 r;k;

T: 5 di

+ +[r;ki

-(l

-pi)]~i

5 r; 5 1 is the design factor whose value must be dictated by the maximum

tolerable probability of buffer overflow, P;b. For an arbitrary low P;d, the upper bound on
control time can be found from the following equation

T;" 5 D ; + [ r ; k ; - ( 1 - p ; ) ] ~ ;

(4)

Next, we need to find some suitable value for the design factor, r; for a given probability of
buffer overflow. Note that

*

>

Pi" = ?{by" K ; }
P.6 = P { ( 1 - p;)si ?si 2 K ; }
= P { D ; 5 T; - [k;- ( 1 - p ; ) ] ~ ~ }

+

For largest value of control time from (4), we can write

If

FDi-I denotes

the inverse distribution function for the end-to-end delay then

Now from (4) we found the following bound on the control time

In Equation (3), the term k ; ~ ;represents the portion of the total playout duration of the
object for which the object is already stored in the buffer. FDj-'(?;b) denotes the relaxation
on control time for tolerating buffer overflow. The term (1 - p;)~;represents the effect of
the channel utilization on
requires s:mall

F. Note that

for a given buffer size, higher c!hannel utilization

in order to maintain the desired P;b.

For a DM object, as mentioned earlier, we need to buffer the entire object. Hence for
a given buffer with size equal to the size of the object, there is no upper bound on the
control time. This is true for the case of CM object also if such buffering capabilities at the
destination are available.

4.2

Missing Deadline Considerat ion

As mentioned above, in order to reduce the destination buffering requirements, transmission
of the object with an arbitrary large control time is not practical. Hence, we would like to
find the earliest possible schedulable time which satisfies the given p;d. Such T;C is given by
the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 In order to ensure that the Pt remains bounded within the specified limit, the
control time must satisfy the following inequality

Proof: If Xi 2 pi, then the probability of deadline misses is equivalent to probability that
object arrival time ( 8 ; )is greater than the deadline of presentation of object. In other words,

Pf

= Pr{Bi > r i )
= Pr{wi < 0 )
= Pr {T;"- Di < 0 )
= Pr{Di > T )
= 1 - FDi(T;")

In other words, more strict requirements on deadline misses force control time to be larger
than some minimum value given in Equation (6). This restriction on T;" need to be observed
for both (ZM and DM objects. Note that the channel utilization does not have any significant
influence (expect a small change in transmission delays) on this lower bound.

4.3

Schedulability Condition and Schedulable Region

Since, a ,given P: forces a lower bound on T;",while a constrain on
to exceed some value, there exits a range of

~ ; does
b

not allow T;"

which can guarantee the desired QOP.This

section establishes a condition for the schedulability and discusses how different parameters
including, P,!

P,6, ki, and the transmission link utilization (qi)effects this condition. This

conditior~is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3 Given a transmission rate Xi , a finite buffer space K; 5 s; at the receiver,
and the desired values of P;b and P;b, the object 0; is schedulable iff

Proof:

+: We define that

an object is schedulable if we can find somt: control time T;

such that transmission of object at time ?r;

- 7guarantees that presentation at the receiver

will satisfy the specified values of QOP parameters. Such T,C needs to satisfy conditions (3)
and (6),i.e.,

+=:If condition in Equation (7) is satisfied then we can find some control time, T;" such that

The control time found can be used to generate a schedule which can meet the desired QOP.
4
The inequality in this theorem can be used to identify the schedulability region, in a
three dimensional space spanned by the tuple (P:, @, T):

for which the transmission of Oi

is feasible. These regions are shown in Fig. (5), for the example used in Section (3.3). Each
plot shows two surfaces, an upper surface Sl, defined by the equation :7 = FD;-'(?;~)

+

k;r; - ( 1 -- e ) r ;and a lower surface S2,defined by Tf = FDi-'(l- P f ) . The values for tuple

(P;,
P;d, .S;C) that lie in region defined by the intersection of the Sl and the S2(above Szand
below Sl)correspond to a feasible transmission schedule. The values of the QOP parameters
in an unschedulable region cannot be guaranteed (for the given set of resources). The size
of the schedulable region represents the flexibility in choosing arbitrary values for QOP
parameters. This size increases with an increase in the destination buffer size and decreases
with an increase in the channel utilization. For example, with an increase in destination
buffer size [Fig. 5 (b)], an object with a given QOP which was unschedulnble in [Fig. 5 (a)]
is becom.es schedulable. For a given buffer size, the size of a schedulable region decreases,

due to an increase in transmission link utilization [Fig.5 (c)]. This provide a trade-off in
terms of the QOP, the destination buffering and the channel utilization.
For the case of discrete media the whole region above the surface Sz [Fig. 5 (d)] is
schedulable because, as mentioned earlier, such an object needs to be buifered prior to its
presentation. This is also true for a CM object with k; = 1.
In Section (5) we discuss how to choose "optimaln control time which can not only
guarantee the desired QOP but also minimizes the resource requirements.

5

Optimal Control Time for Minimum Resource Requirements to Guarantee QOP

In order to maintain the desired quality of presentation at the destination, it is important
that some: minimum amount of system resources (buffer at the destination and channel
capacity) should be dedicated. In this section, we find bounds on the resources needed to
satisfy the! desired QOP. We also find the crossponding control time to gua:rantee the desired
QOP as well as to minimize resource requirements.

5.1

Minimum Buffer Requirement (Fixed Channel Utilization)

Theorem (3.1), provides a loose bound on the buffer space required to support real-time
presentation of an object at the destination. This bound only takes into account the buffering
required to compensate for asynchrony in the transmission and consumption processes. Some
additional buffering is needed in order to satisfy the QOP parameters. The following theorem
states a tighter bound on the minimum buffer requirement under new considerations.

Theorem 5.1 For a given transmission rate Xi and a desired QOP, the minimum bufer
required at the destination is

buffer overflow

0--0

deadline

buffer overflow

'3 0

deadline miss

buffer overflow

0 -0

deadline

buffer overflow

0 0

deadline miss

~

Figure 5: Schedulable regions (a). pi = 1; k = 0, (b). pi = 1; k = 0.25, (c). pi = 0.5; ki = 0,
(d). p; = 0.5; ki = 1.

The control time that can achieve this value and the desired QOP is

Proof:

For a given transmission rate (Ai) and desired QOP, theorem (4.3) states the

following condition for schedulability

According to this theorem, if the available buffer space at the destination is at least Kim'"

, and the object transmission rate is A; then scheduling the object witlh T ~guarantees
'
the desired QOP. Fig.(G(a)) and Fig.(G(b)) shows this minimum buffer for various values of
QOP parameters for the case of pi = 1 and p; = 0.5, respectively. The values of parameters
selected are the same as used in Section (3.3). The surface shown in these figure represents
the minimum resource requirement surface for a feasible schedule, i.e., each point on or
above this surface, represents a feasible schedulable that satisfy the schediulability condition
(Equation (9)) and the QOP. Therefore, for a given QOP the crossponding point on the
surface denotes the minimum size of the buffer needed to attain this QOP. By comparing
height of the surfaces in Fig.(G(a)) and Fig.(G(b)), we can deduce that an increase in channel
utilization results in more buffering needs for the same QOP. This is intuitively obvious since
for increase in channel utilization, an additional amount ((1 - p;)) of buffer is need for rate
compensat ion.

5.1.1

F u r t h e r Buffer Minimization at t h e Cost of Channel Utilization

By adjus'ting the transmission rate to a suitable value, one can further reduce the required
buffer space at the destination. The following theorem describes the op.timal transmission
rate which minimizes buffering requirement at the receiver.
29
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Figure 6: Resource utilization (a) k?"' when rho; = 1, (b) k?"'
when ki = 0, ( d ) qFaZ when k; = 0.25.

when rho; = 0.5, (c) q y a Z

T h e o r e m 5.2 For a given set of QOP parameters the receiver buffer requirement is mini-

mized when the object transmission rate matches the object consumption nzte, i.e,

The size of the minimum buffer is given by

Proof:

In theorem (5.1), we found that for a given transmission speed, minimum fraction

of object that need to be buffered at the receiver in order to satisfy desired quality of
presentation is given by

Recall that both probability of buffer overflow (see Equation 5,6) and probability of deadline
misses (see Equation 6) are independent of the transmission rate. Hence, function k ? ' " ( ~ ; )
has attains its minimum value when A; = p;.

I

The size of minimum buffer for the case when there is no asynchrony in object transmission rate and its consumtion rate is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2.1 For the case when the transmission rate is equal to consumption rate, some

buffering at the receiver is still needed in order to satisfy the QOP pararn,eters. The size of
the minimum buffer is given by

5.2

Maximum Channel Utilization (Fixed Buffer)

If we assume that enough capacity is available on the channel to support transmission of
the object, then for a given buffer size, we can find the maximum rate of transmission for

best channel utilization. For a given buffer size, channel utilization is limited mainly by

P:. Therefore, there exists an upper bound on channel utilization given by the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.3 If 3

where 17;maZ = -,Cli

Xrh5 C; such that

then object 0; can be transmitted w i n g the following o;ptimal value of

T:

This control time guarantees the desired QOP and mazimizes the channel utilization.

Proof: From theorem (4.3), it is obvious that for a given buffer size K;. = k,s; 5 s; and
the QOP parameters, object 0; is schedulable iff we can find p;

5

Xrh 5

C; such that

schedulability condition (7) is satisfied. Therefore we need to satisfy the fiollowing condition

The above condition coupled with pi

5 Xyh 5 C, completes the proof.

I

For the same set of parameters used in Section (3.3), Fig.G(c) and Fig.G(d) show channel
utilization verses QOP parameters for the case k; = 0 and k; = 0.25, respectively. The
surfaces shown in these figures represent the maximum channel utilization for a feasible
schedule, i.e. for each point on or below this surface, we can find a schedulable control time
from Equation (11) such that the desired QOP parameters are guaranteed. By comparing
height of the surfaces in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d), we can deduce that an increase in available
buffer size at the destination allows us to operate the available channel to its maximum
utilization.

6

Conclusion

In this report, we have presented a framework for evaluating performance of scheduling
pre-orchestrated multimedia information over broadband integrated networks. We have proposed a set of Quality Of Presentation (QOP) parameters which quantify the quality of
multimedia presentation process from user's point of view. We have presented, trade-offs
between proposed QOP parameters and the system resources which include channel utilization and buffering at the destination. Based on these trade-offs, one can (designan optimal
transmission schedule for multimedia information both at the object and ROCPN level.
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